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Objection 21 (Ob21)
 

From: Monika Zechetmayr < .au> 
Sent: Tuesday, 25 July 2023 8:10 AM
To: Electoral Boundaries Review Mailbox <boundaries@waec.wa.gov.au>
Subject: boundaries propoal
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All SPAM emails must be reported using the instructions on the intranet.

It is disgusting how the labor party diminishes us people in rural and remote areas and herds us
together like sheep corralling us to the interest of YOUR agenda without considering EVER public
opinions.
By abolishing another regional seat and replacing it with a new city seat, the Commission is
fulfilling a long-held desire of the Labor Party to further diminish the voices of the hard-working
regional West Australians who create the wealth of our state.

The Commission’s proposal completely ignores the scores of public comments endorsing the
need to keep sixteen regional seats. Our regional communities must not be sidelined.  
We ARE people, we are not some unimportant “things” or “subjects” as it is in your opinion, if
you listen to us at all. We pay our taxes and we want our party, not the labor party to represent
us, which will be abolished with this new system. Eventually we are all just ONE and there is no
difference, like in China, Iran, Burma, North Korea, anywhere there is a dictatorship but NOT a
democracy any more the way your system changes boundaries.
You are becoming a dictatorial system, move away from democracy and establish a society that
has a minimised government with urbanised parochial attitudes. We do NOT live in the cities and
we are NOT interested in the CITY we live and work and produce and create taxes from which
you and your cohorts get paid and live with.
To Hell with YOU and your decision, do NOT change it, leave the boundaries as they are,
consider people and not your dictatorial interests, your silencing of rural peoples’ voices and
opinions.
 
Dr. Monika Zechetmayr
Toodyay
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